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The aims of this study are:(1) to identify the intention of Jokowi’s 
expression during his speech in front of audiences from various 
representative states and (2) to describe Jokowi’s utterances seen from 
mood variation in the perspective of   SFL. This study is in the domain of 
descriptive and qualitative. The primary data are taken from Youtube 
about Jokowi’s speech at APEC ON PEC CEO SUMMIT 2014. The 
secondary data covers the social backgrounds and personality of Jokowi. 
The data analysis is carried out by applying SFL theory of Pragmatics and 
Discourse. The result of this study shows that the function of Jokowi’s 
expression is systematized as  in mood variation. From the data of 
clauses showing expressive utterance, it can be explained that the 
characteristics of Jokowi’s utterances reflect his personality based on the 
context of utterances. Moreover, based on mood variation, the use of finite 
can be seen from Auxillary, pronoun, and modality. These components 
explain Jokowi’s joys and thanks to the audience. 
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Mood Variation of Clauses on Jokowi’s Speech  
Introduction 
Communication is very closely related to the situation being experienced. It can be seen from the situation of 
the speaker, listener or activity being carried out. Many people use speech to tell information, experience, and 
imagination. How speakers’ attitudes, behavior, or intention and manner are reflected within their mood during 
the speech. That is meant by the mood in this paper refers to Matthiessen&Halliday's 1997 theory. 
Communication in the forms of  utterance is also as a text. This can be analyzed using Systemic Functional 
Grammar. In SFL, a text can be analyzed in four layers based on: Context, Semantics, lexicogrammar, and 
Phonology. In this study, researchers used a lexicogrammar analysis which starts from the context. Context is 
classified first because context is an integral part of the whole process of making meaning. The context can be 
interconnected with each other. According to the opinions (Matthiessen&Halliday 1997 in Almurashi 2016), 
context can be classified into two, cultural context and situation context.(Abdulrahman Almurashi, 2016)(Musii 
& Stasyuk, 2002) 
 
Many previous studies which have relation to this current study, among others are conducted by Yoon (2011) 
explain about exploring the semantic-pragmatic properties of RCs, it is shown that rhetorical effects can be 
triggered by negative polarity items, expletive negation, and the subjunctive mood. this study describes the 
exploration between interpersonal relationships and the nature of propositions in a religious article. The focus 
of this research is to show a correlation between mood and modality in Modern English. (Adenike & Olusanya, 
2014)Khomutova (2014), the topic of discussion is the relationship between logical and linguistic modalities. 
The semantic scope of linguistic modality was established. The typology of language means it is used to 
express the linguistic modality presented. (Khomutova, 2014)Pradipta (2018) this study discusses the study of 
systemic functional grammar as seen from the mood system in speech between Poppy and Branch in the film 
Troll. (An Analysis of Prison System in India, 2018) M. Hoff (2018), this research, the researcher uses the 
adverbial clause data of the Spanish subordinates containing Cuando and present-tense verbs, which can be 
explained that indicative is used to find out the activities before or simultaneously is talking, on the other hand, 
the subjunctive is the only choice for actions that cannot be realized. (Hoff, 2019) Noor, Kazemian, and Ali 
(2016), this study analyzes the functional and semantic properties that take from the last address of the Holy 
Prophet (PBUH).  
 
This research is based on the SFL Mood Halliday analysis (1985).(Noor, 2016)Fanani, Setiawan, Purwati, 
Maisarah, and Qoyyimah (2020), this study analyzes the nature of the propositions in President Trump's 
persuasive speech, which explains the controversial Jerusalem from a mood analysis perspective.(Fanani et 
al., 2020)Chefor (2019), this study describes the inaugural political speech of 2018 Cameroon President Paul 
Biya in French and his English translation of this study using the Systemic Halliday Functional Grammar theory 
(1985) which is used to analyze the interpersonal language metaphor, focusing on mood systems, in two 
linguistic mediums.(Hulu, 2019) According to Yuliana and Imperiani (2017), This study analyzes the realization 
of interpersonal meanings from a bulletin offering online course services made by public and Islamic 
educational institutions, the aim is to find out the strands of meaning obtained by the two groups that are 
similar or different.(Yuliana& Imperiani, 2017)Aijmer (2016), this study describes a functional approach using 
mood and modality. This research focuses on Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) related to Halliday writing, 
Functional Grammar (FG) Dik, and functional schools especially Grammar Roles and Reference (RRG) ) 
functional American.(Aijmer, 2014) The study above the same using mood analysis for the research, but the 
object and method of analysis are very different with this research, this study using Jokowi’s speech to 
analyzed of Expressive Utterance and Mood Analysis.   
 
The data are taken from Jokowi’s speech in APEC CEO SUMMIT 2014. The research question of this study, 
as follows:9 1). how is the realization of the relationship between expressive utterance in lexicogrammar? 2). 
what are the mood variations on Jokowi's speech? Based on the research question above, there are two aims 
of this research,  the aims of this study are: (1) to identify the intention of Jokowi’s expression during his 
speech in front of audiences from various representative states and (2) to describe Jokowi’s utterances seen 
from mood variation using SFL. This study only focusses on expressive utterance as the limitations of this 
analysis of Mood Variation. There are 2 steps analyzed in this study: (1) identifying the utterances of Jokowi’s 
Speech including expressive utterance and (2) describing mood structure variation of Jokowi’s Speech.  
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Method 
The type of study was descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research was concerned with developing 
explanations of social phenomena. It is concerned with the social aspects of our world and seeks to answer 
questions about 1). Why people behave the way they do, 2). How opinions and attitudes are formed 3). How 
people are affected by the events that go on around them 4). How and why cultures and practices have 
developed in the way they have (Hancock, 2006) and use a descriptive approach. The object of the study was 
Mood Variation and Expressive Utterances Analysis. The type of data consists of primary and secondary data. 
The primary data were taken from Youtube in Jokowi’s speech at APEC ON PEC CEO SUMMIT 2014. The 
secondary data covers some data, and make a transcript of Jokowi’s speech. The technique of the data 
collection was taken from library research, there are two steps, first, the researchers watched the speech of 
Jokowi in youtube and after that, the researchers make a script of Jokowi’s speech that showing of Mood and 
Speech Act analysis. The technique of the data analysis was carried out by applying the theory of Mood 
Variation and Speech Act using Halliday (1985), Kreidler (1998: 26) and Searle (in Levinson, 1983: 240). 
Results 
After classifying the data, the researchers identify the expressive utterance of Jokowi’s Speech and analyze 
them using Mood Variation. The following section provides the detail. 
Expressive Utterances 
Data 1 
Today, I am happy, I am very happy, to be with you, because you know I was a businessman years ago. 
In APEC CEO SUMMIT when Jokowi opened the speech in front of the audience, he feels very happy 
because the event has a similar relation to his background as a previous businessman. It is a conference by 
Businessman. 
The underlying utterance above is included as expressive utterance and has the intention to welcome the 
audience. In Expressive Utterance, the speaker reveals his emotion or feeling because there is characteristic 
of Expressive Utterance focusing on “I am very happy”. This utterance intends that Jokowi expresses his 
feeling of joy. This is so because he can meet all of the investors from many countries to promote the big 
project of Indonesia to the Audience (Investor), and it’s also like the warm welcome of the President. 
Data 2 
So, this morning, I am very happy because we can talk about business, about investment with all of you.  
The next utterance of Jokowi’s speech to an audience is formal, but Jokowi is the very spirit for his speech 
because he feels in this event, he can meet all of the important audience from some country, he can promote 
to an investor about the project in Indonesia and the background of this event is Businessman and they are 
Investor. 
The underlying utterance above has an intention as affirmation (welcoming), and included to 
PerformativeUtterancesin Expressive Utterances because there is characteristic of Expressive Utterance in “I 
am very happy”. The Intention of this utterance is Jokowi tells about his feels, he can meet all of the investors 
from any country, and the purpose of Jokowi’s speech, he wants to show that Indonesia is a big country and 
many big projects will be held in this country, and Jokowi invite to the audience (Investor) for come and join 
investigation in Indonesia. 
Data 3 
I would like to thank you for listening (to) my presentation. 
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The utterance said by Jokowi when he will closing of his speech. He gives appreciate to all audience who has 
to listen to his presentation, and the situation of this utterance is more spirit because Jokowi wants invites the 
audience (Investor) to join and give an investigation in Indonesia. The underlying utterances above have an 
intention as giving gratitude, and include to Performative Utterances in Expressive Utterances because thereis 
characteristic of Expressive Utterance in “I would like to thank you”. The intention of this utterance is Jokowi 
tells about his feels, he said thank you for the audience already listen and attention when he presentation 
about the project in Indonesia, and he also gives thanks to all of the audience, because the audience already 
come to Indonesia join with this event. 
4.2. Mood Variation 
Data 1 
Today, I am happy, I am very happy, to be with you, because you know I was a businessman years ago. 
The utterance” I am happy, I am very happy”, seen from Mood Variation is included as Declarative Mood,  
because the above expression is a statement. The analysis consists of “I” as Subject and  “am Happy, am very 
happy” as Finite. The finite of this utterances have a form is Simple Present Tense, because “am happy and 
am very happy” have a form is verb 1, and the time of this utterances tells about the situation when he is 
speaking in this event.  
“I” is also included in First Personal Pronoun and will show something very encouraging, and this data are the 
same as the analysis of speech act that included expressive utterance.  
Data 2  
So, this morning, I am very happy because we can talk about business, about investment with all of you.  
Two utterances included Mood Variation, first, I am very happy, second, we can talk. First, the utterances “I am 
very happy”, seen from Mood Variation included Declarative Mood, because this utterance included in the 
statement, the statement of Jokowi when he opened APEC 2014. The analysis consists of “I” as the subject, 
and “am very happy” as finite using the present tense, seen from the time, he told about the ongoing events. “I” 
also included in First Personal Pronoun and will show something very encouraging, and this data same with 
the analysis of speech act that included expressive utterance.  
Second, “we can talk”, in this utterances included to Mood Variation consists of “we” as Subject, and “we can 
talk” as simple present tense, and “can” as Modal, because can in this utterances show about the ability of 
Jokowi when he told business. “We” also included Personal Pronoun, because we have the meaning all of the 
participants have the same experiences in businessmen with the speaker (Jokowi). 
Data 3 
I would like to thank you for your listening (to) my presentation. 
One utterance included to Mood Variation, “I would like to thank you”, this utterances included to Declarative 
Mood, because this utterance included in the statement, the statement of Jokowi before he will be closing of 
the event (APEC 2014). The analysis of utterances, “I” as Subject, and “would like” as Finite using the simple 
past tense. Seen from the time of Jokowi’s speech, tell that the speech he had delivered or has happened, and 
thanked the audience who had listened to the speech or presentation.“I” also included Personal Pronoun, 
because the speaker in this utterance “I” is Jokowi. The meaning of “I” is he expressed his gratitude to the 
audience who came to represent the entire committee at the 2014 APEC. 
Discussion 
The result and discussion of this research show there is a correlation of expressive utterance and mood 
variation in Jokowi's speech, “Today, I am happy, I am very happy, to be with you, because you know I was a 
businessman years ago”. The utterances have a similarity and correlation with expressive utterances and 
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mood variation, because when analyzed of speech act, many data that show about the expression of Jokowi, 
especially in the expressive utterance of Jokowi, the expression is happy, and when analyzed using mood 
variation, the utterances show the same results, seen from finite of the utterances in Mood Variation 
(Interpersonal Meaning). So, the data of Jokowi's speech seen from Expressive Utterances can be realized 
deeper by using Mood Variation in SFL. 
Seen from data 1, this Analysis uses two main theories, Searle in Levinson (1983:240) and Halliday (1985), 
the first theory of Speech Act by Searle in Levinson (1983: 240) states that the classifications are 
representatives, directives, commissives, expressive, and declarations.  According to Halliday (1985), there 
are three major functions of language, namely: the ideational, the textual, and the interpersonal. This result is 
different from the previous study, for example, the study of Khomutova (2014), the results of this study are the 
two-mood system which makes the most sense for modern English morphology. Further research perspectives 
are outlined. But, in this study, more explanation about the Mood Variation and realization of expressive 
utterance in Lexico Grammar. 
Conclusion 
Based on the description above, the conclusion of this research about Jokowi’s speech in APEC CEO 
SUMMIT 2014 can be found that there is a correlation between the analysis of Jokowi’s expression using 
speech act and mood variation.  The correlation shows that Jokowi Speech can be identified from the context 
during expressing and his emotional condition during delivering his speech. To conclude, three expressions 
can be included as Expressive Utterances, i.e. in the opening and the closing of his speech. After analyzed 
using expressive utterances, the researchers explore mood variation to describe  Jokowi’s Speech. As a result 
of Mood Variation analysis, there are few components of Mood Variation that are representing the expression 
of Jokowi when he delivered his speech in front of the audience. Seen from the grammaticality of Jokowi’s 
utterances, there are two kinds of moods that were founded: pronoun and tenses. The pronoun refers to the 
First Personal Pronoun, and the tenses used were present and past tense. The intention of mood is 
Declarative Mood. So, the data of Jokowi's speech seen from Expressive Utterances can be realized deeper 
by using Mood Variation in SFL. 
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